
VISION

To be a welcoming place where all are invited to learn, discover, create, and connect.

MISSION
The NOTL Public Library is a team of professional staff and community volunteers
providing programs and services that bring people together, foster creativity and
encourage lifelong learning. We preserve our rich past, enrich present lives and prepare
for an ever-changing future.

YEAR IN
REVIEW2021



To the staff of NOTL Public Library,

I'm wishing to express my thanks to

the kind and caring staff at the NOTL

Public Library. When COVID-19 made

us all pivot into being hermits and

isolate, the NOTL Public Library, as

quickly as was possible, made

provision for patrons to place a title

hold and collect materials curbside.

As soon as restrictions were eased, the

library once again opened and

became a place where one felt able to

breathe and feel socially connected.

Being outside of my home, which

wasn't purpose-driven...more

recreational than grocery shopping.

Though needing to be masked, one

could browse the collection and or

simply rest a spell in a changing

environment. Also, have a friendly

social exchange with staff or watch

the outdoor wonder of winter, while

browsing magazines or newspapers. 

I particularly enjoy the escape that

fiction offers and the NOTL Public

Library's expanded collection

selection through Libraries in Niagara

Cooperative has broadened the

choice. The Library services have been

a positive and bright spot for

me...fictional characters have been

excellent company. NOTL's Library

space has catered to relieving one

from discouraging depressing

isolation, and once again showcases

the importance of the services

provided by and in Community

Centres and Libraries, locally and

nationwide. 

Kind regards,

d



Why do you love 
the library?

"Being able to download e-

books and play trivia was

fantastic during the

pandemic! Thank you NOTL

library!"   ~J

"Your staff are amazing!! 

Sooo helpful and always going above and beyond! 

 There is such a welcoming, cozy feel to the library, a

real haven!"  ~M

"It smells nice
inside. Hoopla is
awesome."   ~K         

"Going to the library is like

going to the spa but for

your mind."

"You are 
warmly

welcoming 
to dogs!"  ~H

"We love the staff and services.  

If you only knew the number of times I say in conversation, 

'oh, our library offers that!'"   ~A

"The anticipation of

discovering a new

story."   ~R

To all our wonderful Library staff,
Just to let you know all your work during this pandemic is much
appreciated.  Your continuing outreach to the community does not go
unnoticed!  Kudos for continuing to get books into the patrons' eager
hands and to continue to run programmes on zoom.
Thanks so much for all you do!     ~E



Programs and Events

Migrant Worker Hub;

Summer Reading Club;

Tumble Tots storytime;

Teen Murder Mystery

Party; Adam Shoalts

author talk;

Top from left to right:



By the numbers

TOTA L  C I RCULAT IONS

5 5 , 9 8 3

L I NC  I T EMS  C I RCULATED

1 6 , 4 6 7

L I BRARY  PROGRAMS

IN -PERSON  /  V I R TUA L

3 1 8

CURBS IDE  APPO IN TMENTS

5 , 4 6 6

SOC I A L  MED IA  FO L LOWERS

3 , 9 9 9

NEW  MEMBERS

67 7

1000+
VACC INE  PASSPORTS  PR IN TED

AND  LAM INATED



2021-2024 Strategic Directions
and Goals

A word from the Chair
Daryl Novak

 

   2021 proved to be another challenging year, as the library

board, but especially library staff continued to adapt to the

frequently changing requirements brought on by Covid.  The

creativity of staff, and the patience and kindness of our users,

many of who depend heavily on the library and could often

not get the services they rely on, has been uplifting and

encouraging.  To now be in the position of having reopened

fully feels like a dream.

   We were able nonetheless to move forward on some

special initiatives in 2021.  We launched a planned giving

program through which the library can be remembered in

wills and have received several commitments.  Staff

members, including a Spanish speaker, were hired to

manage a range of services for migrant workers, one of the

library’s key user groups. We were blessed with considerable

media coverage for initiatives over the year, which along with

our social media presence and website kept the library front

and centre as a community hub and service, even when

physical access was limited.

   We appreciate the council’s continued commitment to the

library, and the budget it approved for 2022.  As library board

member terms are consistent with council terms, we are in

our last year as a board, and have started working on legacy

documentation for the next board, which we hope will

consist of some of the same members!

Strategic Directions and Goals
2021-2024

1.0 Inspire lifelong learning, discovery and creation
Inspiring learning, discovery and creation for all in the community through access

to information, tools, technology and support services. 

2.0 Build community
Build community through partnerships conducive to communication, mutual

understanding, and making connections.

3.0 Increase awareness 
Raise awareness in the community about the impact of the library and the valuable

opportunities and resources it provides.

4.0 Innovate for efficient and sustainable operations 
Implement best practices to strengthen our human, capital and financial assets to

enable the library to flourish and increase sustainability.


